In this work we investigate the weight structure of cyclic codes of composite length n = n l n 2 , where n 1 and n 2 are relatively prime. The actual minimum distances of some classes of binary cyclic codes of composite length are derived. For other classes new lower bounds on the minimum distance are obtained.
I. Introduction
The problem of constructing cyclic product codes has been considered by Burton and Weldon [1] and by Abramson [2] . The factoring of eylie codes was considered by Assmus and Mattson [3, 4] , and Goethals [5] . Goethals found new lower bounds on the minimum weight of a subclass of cyclic codes of composite length n = 0ln 2 with GCD(n l ,n 2 ) = 1. Kasami [6] extended Goethals result. In both papem [5, 6] a factorization is applied to the polynomials obtained from the Mattson-Solomon formulation [7] .
By using a factorization applied directly to code vectors the actual minimum distances of some classes of binary cyclic codes of composite length are derived. For other classes new lower bounds on the minimum distance are obtained. The minimum distance and the lower bounds are given in terms of the minimum distance of cyclic codes of length n 1 and n 2 -In many cases, the new lower bounds improve on the BeH bound, dO [8] • Some preliminaries are introduced in Section II. In Section III the minimum distances and the lower bounds are derived. In Section IV tables with numerical examples are presented.
Concluding remarks are contained in Section V.
II. Preliminaries
Let V n be a cyclic code over GF(q) of length n = n 1 n 2 , GCD(n 1 ,n 2 ) = 1, and minimum distance d generated by g(x). Since 01 and n 2 are relatively prime, there exist integers a and b such Similar to Kasami's derivation [6] , it can be shown that v(BP(e,~» = v(ae,y~) •
In the next section we will derive the minimum distances and the lower bounds on the minimum distance of some classes of cyclic
III. Theorems
At first we will present a new lower bound on d which is a = 0,1, ••• ,n 2 -1, o for ep generalization of Elias' bound [9] for cylie product codes. In order to prove this bound we require two technical lemmas. The proofs of these lemmas are similar to the proofs of [10, Lemma 1] and [10, Lemma 2] , respectively. Let V n be a cyclic code over GF(q) of length n = 0ln2 and minimum distance d generated by g(x), where GCD(n 1 ,n 2 ) = 1. For each a, 0 < a < n l , we define J a = {~lg(aP(a,~» = O} and define m rna to be the least nonzero integer such that 6q a -a (mod nl). Thus
_ ma
if~E Jet then~l E J a , where~l = q $ (mod n 2 ). Define 51 = {a/J a = {O,1, •.
• ,n 2 -l}}. For each a ¢ 51 and such that J a is nonempty we define v(a) to be the cyclic code over GF(qm a ) of°2 length n 2 and minimum distance d~a)generated by
For each a ¢ 51 and such that J a is empty we define V~~) to be the m cyclic code over GF(q a) of length n 2 and minimum distance d~a) = 1 generated by g~8) (x) = 1 .
Further, for each 8 ¢ Sl define S8 = SluSJ8) , where
si 8 ) = {alo~a < n l ; a ¢ Sl and d~8) > d~8)}. Now, for each 8
such that Sa is nonempty define V(8) to be the cyclic code over GF(q)°1 of length n l and minimum distance di 8 ) generated by
1.E e i where mi(x) is the minimum polynomial of~over GF(q). Further,
for each e such that Sa is empty define v(8) to be the cyclic code n 1 over GF(q) of length n l and minimum distance dJ8) = 1 generated by gJ8) (x) = 1 .
We are now in the position to prove the following theorem. Hence, by Theorem 1, d~5. We remark that for this example the generalized BCH bound [11] also gives d~5 and that in this case both bounds achieve the actual minimum distance [12] . If we apply [10, Theorem 2] to this code we obtain only d~1.
We are now interested in the investigation of the minimum weight of odd-weight code vectors and the minimum weight of evenweight code vectors of binary cyclic codes of composite length n = 0102' GCD(n l ,n 2 ) = 1. Thus from now on we assume q = 2.
In order to continue our development we need to introduce some be the minimum weight of n.
•~even 1 odd-weight and minimum weight of even-weight co-de vectors of V , n.
l.
respectively. Where V is a binary cyclic code of length n. n. Hence by [13] , Vj(y) is a code polynomial of V n1
First let us assume that vex) has odd weight. Hence, V j (l) # 0 for at least one j, 0 < j < n 2 • So, v 2 (z) has weight at least d 20dd
and since Vj(y) is a code polynomial of V nl we can conclude that dodd~d rOdd d 2odd • Now we assume that vex) has even weight. Two cases must be analyzed, V j (l) # 0 for some j, 0 < j < n 2 and
then v 2 (z) F 0 and v 2 (z} must have even weight. Thus,
Thus, vex) is divisible by x + 1. According to [13] vex) is a code polynomial of the binary cyclic product code of V and V(E), where veE) is the binary cyclic code of length n 1 n 2 n 1 n 1 generated by (x+l)gl(x), gl(x) is the generator of V Hence, by 
Now we construct the following polynomial The binary cyclic product code of V and V , where V is n 1 n 2 n 1 the (nl,n 1 ) binary cyclic code will be called the one-dimensional product code of V n 2 subcode of a one-dimensional product code can now be derived.
Let V n be a subcode of the one-dimensional product code of V , According to [13] , V n~s generated by g2(x) = IT (x+y~). Now
we define V to be the binary cyclic code of length n 1 generated n 1 by gl(x} = IT_ (x+a 8 )* and v(O} to be the binary cyclic code 8£J O n 2 generated by g(02) = IT (x+y$). F· 11
t b 1na y we e 2odd' 2even 0 e ¢£J O the minimum weight of odd-weight and of even-weight code vectors of v{O}, respectively. Now we are in the position to prove the following n 2 theorem:
Proof: Let vex) be a nonzero code polynomial of V . Thus •. ,n1-l. 80, by Lemma 2 Vi{Y¢) = 0 for
We note that v1(Y) is a code polynomial of V n 1 weight, then, similar to the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain Thus, by [13] vex) is a code polynomial of the binary cyclic one-dimensional product code of veE) , where veE) is the binary 
The binary cyclic code of length n generated by g' (x) = (g(x)/g(x» is defined to be the binary cyclic quasi-product code of V n 1
That is, if 8 , we can conclude elat~(SP(e,<p)) =°for e E 8 1 and <P = 1,2, ... ,n2-li and~(Sp(e,<p)) =°for <p E 8 2 and e = O,l, .
•. ,nl-l. 
For the even2even' weight code polynomials we obtain d > n 1 d 2 ' bounds found in the analyses of the last case.
Q.E.D.
Exampl~6:
As an application of Theorem 6 we consider the (105,46) binary cyclic code generated by In the next section we present numerical results obtained from the application of the theorems proved in this section.
IV. Numerical Results
In Table I we 
